This article describes the use of facial biometric features in implementing the security of digital messaging using RSA cryptosystems. Various studies have been conducted related to the security of secret messages one of which is RSA. The main focus on the RSA algorithm is the selection of public keys and private keys. Public key generation techniques as well as private keys can use simple random generation or other techniques such as using user biometrics like faces and other features. Cryptosystems that use facial biometrics require the identification process of the user face user involved, there are several techniques in recognizing the face one of them is to use back propagation algorithm because it is considered as a very stable algorithm in pattern recognition process but requires good preprocessing to be recognized by back propagation, prepossessing done with several stages of image processing that is gray scaling, then filtered with median, Otsu and split into grid to be input value to back propagation. By using face biometrics this app is capable of displaying messages according to user rights.
Introduction
Today's technology is highly developed and facilitates various activities using computer devices. Increasing sophisticated network technology, both in the form of local network and internet, makes information easy to be obtained anywhere and anytime. The high value of information often causes many irresponsible parties to try to steal or manipulate information. The high security threats to information lead to the need for well-designed data security mechanisms by utilizing certain techniques or methods (A. Rai and S. Jain, 2017 ) in order to protect information from security threats in the form of theft and manipulation (Ashioba and Yoro, 2014) Couple of study has been done in the field of message security which one of them is research on RSA method. RSA is a method that implements two keys namely public key and private key. Use of two different keys is expected to provide strong authentication validation so as to ensure the identity of the sender and recipient of the message. Key generators in the RSA are often developed with a variety of algorithms or key generator methods including the use of biometrics such as fingerprint (Rashid and Zaki, 2014) , face, palm and other parts of the human body, that personally unique and have different features on every human being and there's no need to memorized the key, but it needs additional process to identify the biometrics as the user's identity (Rahman and Ulfayani, 2017 ).
This article utilizes features of facial biometrics as a key generator, where in some previous studies using fingerprint biometrics (Rashid and Zaki, 2014) there are still some disadvantages such as changes in fingerprint pixel values and orientation changes so that encryption and decryption processes often fail due to degradation or changes in the fingerprint image. Utilization of facial biometrics that implements back propagation has a better tolerance for less significant changes in the input image. The back propagation network has a very stable network in the pattern recognition process. The combination of facial biometrics and back propagation pattern identification can increase the success rate of the encryption and decryption process compared to the use of other biometric images that are more sensitive to changes such as fingerprints that are difficult to implement in the encryption and decryption process but for the use of facial biometrics it is still necessary pretreatment which is good to be well recognized by back propagation (S. Rahman, 2014).
Rsa Algorithm
RSA is also known as the asymmetric cryptography algorithm. The asymmetric cryptography algorithm is an algorithm that uses different keys for encryption and decryption processes. This algorithm is also called a common key algorithm because the key for encryption is made public or can be known by everyone, but the key to decryption is known only to the authorized person knowing the data is encoded or often called a private key (Rashid and Zaki, 2014) .
RSA is the first algorithm suitable for digital signatures as well as encryption, and one of the most advanced in the field of public key cryptography. RSA is still widely used in electronic commerce protocols, and is believed to be secure by using keys that are long enough to make it difficult to decode.
RSA is an algorithm that involves expression with exponential function. The plaintext is encrypted in blocks, where each block has a binary value less than a certain number (n). The encryption and decryption process for plaintext block M and C block cipher text can be described as follows: C = Me mod n M = Cd mod n = (Me ) d mod n = Med mod n Sender and receiver must know the value of n. The sender knows the value of e and only the receiver knows the value d. Thus, it can be concluded that the public key of this algorithm is e, n and the private key is d, n. For the determination of this key is also not free, must be through a certain formula.
RSA algorithm security lies in the difficulty of factoring large numbers into prime factors. The generation of key pairs in RSA follows the following algorithm: a) Select two primes, a and b (secret) b) n = ab. Magnitude n need not be confidential. c) m = (a -1) (b -1). d) Select an integer for the public key, say its name e, which is relatively prime to m. e) Calculate the decryption key, d, through ed1 (mod m) or (de) mod m = 1.
Back Propagation is a gradient decreasing method to minimize the square of output error. There are three main stages including network training, namely forward propagation stage, step of propagation, and stage of weight change and bias, this network architecture consists of input layer, hidden layer, and output layer as in figure 1 [9] . 
Face Identification As Part Of Key Generation
The process of face identification requires a very long process, through the process of preimage processing is grayscale, median filter to eliminate noise at the time of face capture, otsu used to get the best features available on the face image and grid is done to divide the image into 24 parts with each part possesses the frequency of occurrence of features in all parts of the pixel. The 24 values generated from this grid process are as input values on the backpropagation network. The result of some of these processes is stored in the training table, then from the training table is taken to be trained with the back propagation network, after the training weights are stored in the database, the application can recognize the faces entered, in this application takes the name of the face owner to get primes as public and private key generators on RSA. The process of face identification can be seen in figure 2.
Fig. 2. Face Identification Flows.
The results from the process is the name of the face owner, suppose the face is inputted named "sayuti". The next challenge is to find the value of prime numbers to generate RSA keys, to be simpler then determined two pairs of primes for each face owner stored in the database.
To facilitate the calculation let the value of variables a and b is 11 and 7 then RSA key generation process steps as follows: 1. Calculate n, where n = a x b. 2. a = 11 and b = 7 then n = 77. 3. Calculate m, m = (a -1) (b -1);m = (11-1) (7 -1) = 0, 4. Then search e so GCD is 1.
Nilai From above calculation we obtained n = 77 and e =59 as public key and d = 58 as private key. After the key pairs generated so encryption and decryption can be done with C = P e (mod n) and P= C d (mod n).
Implementations
Before the face can be recognized then it is necessary that the face data inputted into the system to be trained to obtain the weight of training stored in the database that will be used to identify the faces that are inputted on the next step that can be seen in Figure 3 . The next processes are grayscale process, median filter, otsu and grid splitting before the feature stored in the database as shown in Figure 4 . After the stored process, back propagation network training process is done to get the training weight, after that the face can be used to generate RSA keys by calling prime numbers stored in the database according to the recognizable face. 
Results
The implementation and testing was done using facial biometrics as the key generator where the results can be seen in table 1 below: Tabel 1. Test Results.
From table 1 above can be seen that the owner of a secret message encrypts a message with RSA using public and private key results from face recognition. And only the owner's face can see the original message. While viewing a message with a face other than the message owner will results false plaintext as the performance of this designed system is to use a face image trained with a back propagation network. Input on the back propagation network is a facial features that is extracted through a grayscale process, median filter, otsu filter and grid splitting to 24 parts. The feature was frequency value on each grid of face pixel occurrence on each grid as the back propagation network input data.
The features generated from preprocessing is stored in the database by adding data information such as the owner name and prime numbers are given from back propagation network training. The weight of the training results is stored in the database. The weight of this training result is used to recognize the face of the message owner, so that the encrypted message can be decrypted only by the message owner.
Conclusions
From RSA key generator design result using facial biometrics in message security, it can be concluded that:
1. Generating a key by utilizing the face image with back propagation method can be done well and become the key secrecy solution. 2. Face identification extraction is done by knowing the face owner and primes numbers stored in the database are used as RSA key generator. 3. Further research was need for the conversion of facial biometrics that is recognized immediately into the prime value that required on key generator.
